ET Profile
Name:
Race:
Home Planet /Star:
Dimension:
Distance from Earth:
Calling:

Ashtar Sheran
Pleiaidian
Ashtar/ Pleiades
5th
444 light years
Galactic Federation of Light commander,
Ashtar Command
Liberation of Planet Earth from dark forces
Mayan pacal Votan, who led the Mayan ascension into 4D

Service to Earth:
Earth Incarnations:
Books:
Videos:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJkQOAOm-lY8b4Tm2xuUFbA?view_as=subscriber
In Days to Come – Ethel P Hill
Lord Ashtar and the Galactic Federation – Elizabeth Trutwin
Biographical Information:
Ashtar is an ascended master, an Elohi angel (not Elohim) from planet Ashtar, who currently calls Venus his
home. He has had lives in the Pleiades system and on Nibiru. Arguably he is the most recognizable
extraterrestrials as his image shows up often in ET circles. He is one of the most imitated in dark programs so
be careful if you find yourself speaking to an Ashtar.
Ashtar's mate is Athena, granddaughter to the Athena who resides in our mythology.
Lord Ashtar and Sananda are in charge of the Universe Nebadon, which is this one. Every universe is comprised
of the collective consciousnesses of all who reside within it, so you would have to be extremely trustworthy to
command such a positionn. Ashtar reports to Jesus, his commander who he calls Sananda but who we know
as Jesus from his incarnation here.
Ashtar is Captain of the Galactic flagship Jerusalem and commander of 10 million extraterrestrial forces
working to liberate earth.
Ashtar had one earth incarnation as Pacal Votan, a Mayan who wrote the “Popol Vuh,” which is included in the
channeled book by Elizabeth Trutwin. He has told me that he was behind the Mayan ascension to the fourth
dimension. This happened in Antiquity, not in the timeframe before modern man where Mayans conducted
blood rituals.
He is of the violet flame which you often see depicted in his palm.
Commanding but caring, he channels messages of love and light to all upon this planet.
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